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CHAPTER I 

IBTBODUCTION 

The dl:lseovery that etch pits could be fomed at the points of 

emergence of itne defects at a crystal surface provided a major breakthrough 

in the search for experimental COllfimatioa of the existence of ·dislocatioDS. 

By the early 1950's dia1ocat:1on theory had reached a high state of 

perfection. (1:) At a 4iscuss:l.on on crystal growth orgaaised by the Faraday 

Soc:l.ety in 19~'9(2) haDk pointed out that it was necessary to ass\lllle the 

·presence of 84Jme crystal defect in order to explain the observed rates of 

growth of cr.yeatals under conditions of low supersaturation. Be showed that 

the presence c•f ·a screw dtslocat:l.oa would eliminate the need for the forma

tion of succealsive two dimensional nuclei during growth aad concludecl that 

its presence tQrould be ·revealed. by spiral terraces on the crystal surfaces. 

Shortl~ after tbis discussion Griffin observed suCh spiral terraces 

on habit faces of beJ:yl cr,stale, which was followed by similar observations 

by Verma(3) ad .Amel1nelt(4) on carborundum crystals and by Dawson and Vand 

on paraffins (5) • The first d)'D81d.e observatioaa of the operation of screw 

dislocation me~chaDisms were made by Forty who atw.U.ed the growth of cadmium 

iodide cryatalJ1 fnm aolut1on(6) • 

A star1~ bad been made in the experimental verification of the presence 

of dialocat:l.oma but these early observations of surfaee topography were 

a evenly limittad in that only screw dialocatioDS (those with a compoaent of 

the Burgan vec~tor normal to the surface) could be detected and then oDly 

on naturally OCl~cuning habit faces 01!' cleavage aufacea. 
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Aaa1n it was J'raak who pointed out (2) that clisaolut:l.on on a crystal 

habit. face shou!d proceed in a mamer closely equivalent . to growth by 

~uilcling ter1~aces en41Dg at screw dislocations. This was ·verified by 

Bom(7) who etcbed silicon carbide crystals in fused sodium cazbonate 

at l,ooo•c. 

It was the clasa:Lcal woxk of Vogel et al(S) in 1953, however, which 

prov.l.ded the e,"dence needed to stimulate nsea1:ch and firmly establish the 

etch pitting ttlcbrdque as a reliable method of detecting dislocations at a 

free surface. 

They 4tweloped an etching technique which procluced couical pits on 

[loo) and (110) faces of semallium single Cl:Jst&l.s. The pits were evenly 

spaced 1n rows and were thought to correspond to dislocations in a simple 

t:l.lt boundary J~redlcted by theory. The aagle of tilt was measured by x-ray 

methods and th•a linear deuity of d1alocatiou expected from the theory cal

culated. Thts value was found to agree with the observed linear density of 

etch pits. In this case, than, edge dislocations had been revealed by an 

etch pit •thold. 

Pollow:Lns this work, Voga1(9) showed that pits fomed alipe4 :l.n 

slip traces in gemanium single CJ:7&tals. Be demonstrated glide poly

gotdsation due to clefor:mation at high temperature· .and polysord.sat:ton pro

duced by annealins after deformation. 

Dasb.(l1D) decorated d:l.slocations :l.n silicon by the precipitation of 

copper and dev1alopecl pits on faces of all orientatioaa. 

Gilman ad Jplmson(ll) demonstrated the continu:J.ty of line defects 

by etching the two minor halves of a cleatred surface of lithium fluoride. 



~ey demonstra~ted the iatrcduct:l.on of fl'esh G.islocations after plastic 

clefomat::Loa atlld. distinguished 'between edge and screw orientations. 
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The etch pit method is thus extremely useful for fintly detecting 

· dialocatiou at free su.l'faces and secou41y for traciag their movements. 

The processes ·Of alip, glide polygonisat1on, annealing polyson!sat1on aocl 

Gisloeation m.Ult1plicat1ou can be followed in detail. Nomally, however, 

only certain o~rientatioDa are etehecl and it is not al~fays easy to establish 

a definite one-to-one eorreapondenee between pits and dialocat:l.ons. Eatirely 

satisfactory ~as•Jlts are usually only ohtained With single crystals having 

low dislocatio11 dena1t1ea and eaaily cleaved low index faces. In etebing 

polycrystalltn4tt metals 111 for example, dislocation densities an so htsh that 

pita often ove1~lap giving an overall surface etch in which :lndividual pita 

cannot be dist:Jlngu:f.shed. 

fbe x-at:e of two dimensional nueleation at a dislocation depends 

upon t:be detail~ of ite core and the depth of pita in a given crystal may 

therefore vary. In lithium fluoride, for example, iiAeper pits are formed 

at edge dialocattions than at screw • and df.slccationa at which eenain 

:f:mpurit1es have1 Begregated produce shallower pits than do elean ones. 

Most 1a:veatigat10DS studying the etching of metals have found that 

an agl.ns treatuent :1.8 necessary ill orclu to nclecor.ateu the disloeatiotlS 

with an :tmpurtt·y segresa.te. It 1e possible thl:\t the impurity enhances the 

rate of attack ,at the liae defect which would othexwise have such a low 

chemical potent:lal as to rencler pit growth UDlikely. Impurity atoms will 

tend to segregate towards the distorted at;ea of au edge clislocation and 

may accumulate :l.u. such quantity as to form a precip1tatetiJ 
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Suits and Low(l2) have shown that aging is neceasar.y for etCh pitt

ills of disloc,at:f.ona in a l'e-31 Si alloy and that carbon is the principal 

segregating inupur.lty. 

· P1ckelr:lna(l3). worldng with polycryatal.line Pe-31 81 iron, fouad 

that a one-t~-one corzespondence becween etch pits and dislocations is ouly 

possible wben the dislocat:ton density is below a cr.Ltical value which can

DOt be displa•:ed upwards by increasiq the carbon content. Direct· observ

ation of pitttad areas in etched thin foils was made under the electmn 

microscope. J~sh . d:l.sloeat10118 iDtroduced by plastic deformation were never 

pittedwhereas1 asad dislocations were nearly always attacked. Pickering 

concluded that for a one-to-oae cotteapondence to exl.at the amoUDt of carbon 

1n solution •at be (a) equal to, or above, that level which is necessary to 

· procluee sufficiently large canon atmospheres at eve:ry dislocation present 

in the alloy .ctud.ns agba; and (b) below that level which, by. the formation 

of random c1U8·ten or preeipit.,es durins aP,ns,. is sufficient to cause two

dimensional nu1cleation of etch pits not associated with dislocatiou. 

IU.bbar~! and Dwm(l4), also world.ng on silicon :lmn. obtained soocl 

· asnemeat betw•~ten observed aad calculated dislocation dens:l.t:l.es for (112} 

edge d:l.alocaticKU~ ill bent slagle crystals. They observed cancellation of 

ualike dialocat::lou dudng remval of a polypuisat1on structure and of a 

colct worked st1mcture, act the change in clistd.but:f.on of d1slocat:tou after 

bend:J.ng and amtealinz. 

!he etcbtng teehDique developed by Liviagston(lS) distinguiShes 

between positi-ve ancl negative edge dislocations on the [lll) sUJ:faces of 

copper a:l.ngle crystals. Observations on bent czystala show that 951 of the 

dislocat:f.oDS are of the majonty a:f.gn, implying that mat of them were 
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generated at o1r near the surface. Photomicmaraphs show dislocation pile 

up at sub-boUl'l~daries aud bauds of secondary slip on a ~1] surface. 

A fun,her study by Young (16). compared the different dislocation 

behavo:lr in aaaealed aad irradiated copper crystals. Be observed that in 

annealed CEJstals dislocation motion and multiplication occun:ed prior to 

macroecopie yieldtng. Relaxation effeets 'Aere mueh greater for stresses 

less than the yield stress. For neutron trs-adiated ct:YStals there was uo 

motion or multiplicatioa of 41slocat:l.oas prior to yieldins. 

MOre zecently etckants have been developed 'm:I.Cb produce disloca

tion etch pita without an aging treatment. Lisa (17) developed etch pits 

in iz-on :l.n what appears to be glide bands. Pe1osin1 and Allessandrilli (18), 

also world.ng O'D iron, demonstrated the increasing density of pita with 

work hardeaing. without intenadiate qing treatment, on gra:'-..ns of all 

orientatioas. 

A larse body of literature now ex!ste on the dislocation etching 

of uetala. We:U authenticated cssee include the etching of busmuth (19) • 

tungsten (20) 11 nickel (21), molybdenum (22), zine (23), cadmium (24) and 

niobium (25) f} A rev.!ew of etching methods and etchants used is given by 

; Bunshah (26) !b 

· Mom,l}eloB'f o!.Jpita 

Thus fJs.: the etch pit has been considered ollly as a marker which 

reveals dislo~ation sites and enables dislocation movements and interadlons 

tp be plotted. But what faetora affect the shape of the pit itself? 

If the pit facets represent an equilibriUll shape :f.t would be 

necessary for ~~ ml:aimum to exist in the Gibbe-Wulff polar plot of surface 

free energy as a function of crystal surface orientation. If the facet 
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were planor tltd~ minimum would have to be a cusp. However, pit suriaces 

are rarely plJm.Or and therefore do not correspond to cuaped minima in the 

Gibbs-Wulff pjlot. 

It is p~bable that the kinetics of pittiaa control pit seometzy 

tmd that a th•u:mdynamically stable shape is not attaiaed. The mocle1 of 

Gilman et a1 ~~27) and Cabrera (28) takes into account the nucleation. of 
..... 

mono-moleeula1~ steps at the intersection of 'tbe liDe defect with the 
. 

surface aa4 tl:le subsequent motion of steps &ay from this eource. 

In thta two . dimeae:Lonal case shown 1n f:l.g. 1 successive nucleation 

of steps at tl:le defect pves r.f.se to a dissolution .:ate Vd at the defect. 

Following nucl.eatioa, steps UDve out by removal of atoms successively 

from certain Jlrefened sites at the step edges, givins rise to an 

:l.ndepeacleDt vetloeity of pit w1deuing Vs. 

By an analysts of moving steps iD tems of surface concentration 

IJI'&dients, Bizth and Pound (54) predicted that a series of steps will 

achieve a unif1om steady velocity. Thus the slope of the pit will depend 

upon the two independant parameters Vd and Vs. In practice pits of two 

types are seen., conical aad pyramidal, the latter reflecting the symmetzy 

of the CI'JStal plaae 1n which it lies e However • both types an nearly 

always shallow with faces at angles not greater than 1o• ol'1ente4 from 

the crystal su.rface. Thia fact explaiu why pits are· oftea only found 

on or within a few degrees of certain cloee-packed planes. The general 

surface dissol·ution way from these surfaces 1a greater than the velocity Vel ant 

pits do not form. Truncation of pyramid shapes can be aeen on planes close 

to cloae-p£c.ke,d faces, e. g. on molybdenum e:lngle crystals (22). 



It wo1d.d appear then that close-packed, low index surfaces are 

normally the 11lowest etchiq and hence the most likely to be pitted. 

Whether or nojt a well def:lned pit will fo:m appears co be cieterm:l:aed by 
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the rate of 14atera1 spreaditl8 of the steps (the clisaolving surface planes). 

G1lman et a1 1(2 7) thought that this was controUe• by the adsorption of 

impurity atot'llt or ions along the eclges of the receding steps. Frank (29) 

and Ca'brera a1d Vermilyea (30) then applied the theozy of kinematic waves 

and showed th•rt:t the role of adsorbed impurity was to promte bUDch:I.Dg of 

the outward SJ,read:f.ng steps so that sharp edge dapressiou were formed 

thus renderin1~ the pit boundary clearly visible :l.n the microscope. 

'fhia ~ls substantiated by the work of Ives (51) who studied the 

effect of :f.mp.ar:tty concentration in the etchant on the mozphology of pits 

formed on the [lOo] cleavage surfaces of l:l.tb:l.um fluoride. Be showed 

that under cosutit:lcns of diffusion control of diseolut:I.OD pits took a 

CODieal shape but uader conditions of surface kineties control (detach

meat of atoa from the steps) pits had a square profUe. 

Some enramples ex:Lst 1u the literature where pita are eompoaed 

entirely. of lc~ index planes and yet undoubtedly originate at dislocation 

sites. Pita j~ormed em [lOQJ and lil2) surfaces of twgsten single 

crystals (31) an shown to be bounded 'by crystallographical.ly equivalent 

~qj ed fioo~ faces, though somewhat rough 1n appearance. 

Pita urhich appear to be composed entirely of low index facets have 

been produced on all od.entat:l.ons of polycrystallirle lead by Gifldu and 

OoEbett (32). Kauffman and Bardolle (33) defiDitely identify pita on pure 

iron single czystals aa being composed of [110] facets, their aetual 

appearance being dependent on the orieotation etched. !hey conclude that 

the pits are bounded by (lloj planes because these have the greatest atomic 



density ancl he1~ce the lowest surface f~ee energy. 'fhey do not draw amy 

concluaioDB as to the orisln of the pits. 
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leeentlly 'laoka et a1 (41) have developed etchants for several iron 

alloys, copper and aiDe which p~oduce pits bounded by low index planes and 

whose profiles 1~ therefore, reflect the crystallography act orientation of 

the surface in which they l:le. Using a goniom:Leroacope, the angles between 

the pit faces llltd the surface can be measured. If the poles of each face 

are set out on a polar atereograph:l.c net the orientation of the CJ.JStal 

surface :l.a eaa:lly aetend.ned. Under good conc11t:tou the •tho4 ia as 

accurate as tb~e UDre conventional back reflect:I.~~Lau.e x-ray method for 

od.entat:l.ora de·tend.nat:l.on and is much simpler in '?.peration. 

Such p:lt shapes can be rationalf.aed by considering them to be 

bouucled by the slowest etching orientations, normally low index planes. 

i'he kinematic theo17 of C'r)'&tal growth aucl dissolution as developed 

by Frank(29) provides aa. oppo&-tunity to theoretically build up succesa:Lve 

dissolution p!ofilea, from :l.ndependeratly d•te'£1Dined dissolution data; and 

these can be c.omparecl with experimentally observed p:f.t shapes to test the 

conditioas res1ponaible for pit morphologies. 

Jrank(29) used the model of fig. 1 to describe formally a crys·tal 

growth or dias~olution process. 'lhe theozy is two cU.meu1ona1 t:efer:ring to 

a long prism Ctt: cylinder of crystal aD4 the speed w:l.th which steps move 

depencts, 81110DI~ other tb:l.np • on the proximity of other steps. The speed 

:ls considered to be a functioa of step density alone and the methode aaed 

are those applied by Lisbthill aucl Wh1tham(48) to problems of r:ead traffic 

ancl r.l ver floctda • in which aleo the flow (cars , or gallou , per minute) may 

often be aaautae4 to depend only ou the linear deuity (cas, or aalloDS, 

per mile). 



Surfac:e slope • hk • d.y/dx 

where k • ate1, deu1ty i.e. the number of steps per unit length in the 

ne:lgbbourhood of a particular point 

DiasoJLution rate normal to the reference sm:face • hq • -dy/dt 

where q is thEt step flux i.e. the number of steps passina a particular 

po:lnt in unit time. 

From t:he basic postulate 

q • q(k) 

we ha,~ two impo~ant: velocities 

v(k) • q/k; c(k) • dq/dk 

The f~~rst 1a the speed at aa :1acliv:1.4ual step; the second is 

called by LigliLth111 and Whitham. the ''kinematic wave velocity". 

Prom t:he cont:l.nu:l.ty equation (conservation of steps) • 

we hmre ~ A + A. •0 
4k ax at 

i.e. e(k) A. + ~ • 0 
clx at 

Thus ~.n the (x, t) plane along a line of slope 

!!. • c(lt) • .!!. 
cit dk 

k is c~nstant and therefore q :I.e constant also. 

9 

Geomet:d.cally tbe sequence of crystal profUes y • y(x) at a 

sequence of t.:l.mes t defines a surface y • y(x, t). The characteristics 

correspond to l:l.nes oa tbia surface, which we have just shown to have 

straipt line projeet:l.oas on the (x, t) plane. 
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Consider now the projection on the (z, y) plane~ 

For this 9%. 9%. ~ At • . + 
dx dx dt dx 

• h (k - q/ c) whieh is constant. 

The characteristics therefore project as,atraiSht ltnes on the 

(x~ y) plan.e also. During dissolution, then, points of a given or1eutat:J.on 

have straight line trajectories (Th.Owe&:I)., 

A a111lple geometric eonatxuction from the gzaph of q v .k gives the 

direction of the trajectory of a point of given orientation. 

If the dissolution or growth velod.ty is measured normal to the 

actual surface of the crystal (rather than normal to a particular ceystal.

lograpbic plane) and. tb.e polar diagram of the reciprocal of this velocity 

formed, tbe trajectory of a point of given orientation on the c-rystal 

surface may be shown to be parallel to a nomal to tb.e polar diagram at 

the point of eon:eapc.ndias or.tentation. (Fig. 2) (Theorem II). 

If the whole argument we-re conducted vectoriaUy, it would be 

seen that it :ls also true in three dimensions though Frank provided proof 

only in the two dimeuional case. 'ihe actual construction of the polar 

reluctance d.:l.agrams and the prediction of d:Lssolutioa pmWea fmm them 

is described under "Experimental Work". 

The topographical theory of orientation dependent dissolution of 

czystals developed by Frank found its fil"st experimental verification in 

the work of Frank and Ives (34) who used the experimental results of 

Batterman (35) on the dissolution of single crystal aermard.um. 
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Batterman measured etch rates in "Superoxol" etchant as a function 

of orientation along the f!.TOj zone. Ives and Frank constructed a polar 

diagram of re:ciprocal etch rate and from this deduced the expected dissol

ution profile~ of a {lotS circular eection of get"I118.Dium. The derived profile 

was found to agree quantitatively with that obtained experimentally bg 

etdlhing out .tL hemispherical hollow on a {100] surface. 

'fo f,Ltrther test the applicability of Frank's theorems, Ives (36) 

etched tNay l!L square prism of lithium fluoride and, finding that dissolution 

traj ectorl.ea were in fact straight lines, he coutructed a reluctance 

diagram of rt~aciprocal etch rate for the (100) section. 'lhe diagram showed 

considerable anisotropy of etChing. A profile for the dissolution of a 

cylindrical ~~roove in a (1oq face of lithium fluoride was derived from 

this data ancl found to agree • at least qualitatively, with the profile 

obtained exp,•n:imentally. 

Bulet~t and Young (37) made a riaorous application of the kinematic 

theory of ditasolution to copper CJ:ystal etchiag studies in order to inter

pret the evo:Lution of the topography of the pits. 'lhe dissolution shapes of 

pits on [11~ surJaces at successive times were recorded by interference 

photomicrosc~py. The evolution of the shapes was eeen to be in accord 

with the prel!ictions of the theory. 

In e:Ktending this type of work to •tals, Shemeaski et a1 (38) 

showed. that ·the dissolution kinetics of iron filamentary single crystals 

in dilute acld environments obeyed the topographical theorems proposed by 

Prank. They observed •uccessive dissolution profiles of the tips of these 

whiskers in .s:l.tu by using time-lapse motion picture photomicroscopy. Polar 

reluctance diaaratt~~ constructed from these profiles agreed well with 

experimentally determined dissoluiion rates. 
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Deduc~ed eteh pit profiles for both P-l.o) and fi~ faces were 

found to be i1deat:lcal to those observed on equivalent faces of the whiskers. 

~ three-dimewtional reluctance surface for iron whiskers having ~11} 

growth axes inferred from the profiles was consistent with knOWD. relative 

magnitudes of axaisotropic dissolution rates. The reluctance plots con

structed· acco1~ding to the kinematic theory were seen to be two-dimensional 

sections of tld.s surface. 

'lhe iJ~n whiskers used in the present work were prepared by 

reduction of f:enous chloride in hydrogen according to the method clevised 

by Brenner (39). Such whiskers .ill general have irregular shape and size 

but some can be grolfft up to several hundred micmns :l.n diameter anc.t up to 

one centimetre long, having perfect eeyataUograpby with mirxor like l),oq 
and f).lo} face1s. 

'fhree 1types of these perfect whiskers are found (fig. 41) having 

the gJ:owth dir~actions \J.JJ), <U.o) or <J.oo). Coleman (40) etched such 

whiskers in bo,t~h p:l.cral and nital and found that as gmwa., undefomed {loo} 

faces did not ltit until dislocations were 1o.tzoduced by beading. ( l11Q) 

faces were uni~~oml.y attacked in both deformed and undefo'ftlBcl states). 

Dislocation mot~ioa and eventual arrangement in sub-gra:ln boundaries was 

observed dud.ni~ annealing of ciefozmed whiskers. 

The aims of the1 present work 

It was decided in the present work to investigate the nature of 

those pits bounded by low index facets produced by etching in the solutions 

developed by Taoka et al (41). Such pits appear to form quite ranclomly 

over all or1ent,at1oaa of a polycrystalline surface. with no preference for 

any one type of site, and the questions arise, what factors control the 

nucleation aud ••ubsequent morphology of these pits? 'lhe present thesis is 
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an attempt to answer both these questions in the specific case of the 

crystallogZ'apb.ic etch pitting of pure iron. 

In tba previous cases of etch pitting of metals the investigaton 

have set out 1~0 show. sometimes not very convincingly, that their partic

ular etchant J~roduces pits only at dislocation sites. No one appears to 

have eonsider•~d the possibility that a surface fUm could have some 

influence on t:be nucleation and growth of pits. Aal yet one of the 

important diffrerencee between non-metallic and metaUie cxystal su'l:faces 

:ls the common occurrence of an air formed oxide film on the latter. 

Aluminum for example has a tenacious oxide sld.ll because of :f.ts strong 

affinity for o~gen. 

Numem,u studies have been made of the old.de formed at different 

nmperatures Ol! :l.ron surfaces. Sewell et al (42) investigated ox.lde films 

formed at room temperature on iron single crystals and polycrystale by 

means of elect1ra diffraction and electroebem:l.cal methods. The structure 

of the oxide W418 found to vary from an :re
3
o
4 

t)'Pe material at the metal/ 

oxide interfacEa to a ~-Fe2o type material at the oxide/air interface. 
3 

The detailed DILture of the film var.l.ed with the erystatlographie orient-

;at1on of the tz·on substrate~ the mode of formation and the time of air 

exposure. 'fbe old.de formed as a highly oriented, compact array of micro

• 
crystals of lateral extension less than 30 A. Mean film thickness was 

• 
:tn the range of l0-25 A. 

It was 1decided, in the present work, 

(a) to study the growth m:n:phology of the pits developed 

by Taola!l et al (41) on iron as a function of etching tim,e 

and etcbaut concentration; 



(b) to deduce etCh pit profiles from a reluctance diagram 

whose1 reciprocal etCh rates were derived expertmentally from 

succe~ssive dissolution shapes of iron single el')'stal. whiskers 9 

(c) to compare these deduced profiles with observed etCh pit 

shape6 to determine the applicability of Frank's topographical 

theox~ems and hence whether pit morphologies are controlled by 

orietl~tation dependent dissolution kinetics or not, and 

(d) to show what effect, if any, the presence or absence of 

an at.r-formed oxide film has on etch pit nucleation and 

mrpbology. 

14 

It tri.ll be shown that pit morphology is controlled by orientation 

dependent dis1solution (after Frank) and that etching of an oxide free 

surface prod1lCes a dramatic change in pit nucleation and subsequent shape. 



CHAPTER II 

ETCBIHG POLYCRYSTALLINB IRON 

In thJa following experiments the pure iron used was Ferrovac E 

vacuum melted :l.ron. No free carbide was detectable in the structure though 

small quantit:les of inclusions were present. These latter etched out as 

holes dul'ing ~=bem:tcal. polishing but proved to be of no inconvenience in the 

final analys:l.ta. Grain size ·varied from about 0.04 mms. up to about o.s mm. 

The tllree etchants described in Table I were devised by Taoka et 

a1 (41) to pr•:.duce large pits having well def~ned crystallographic facets. 

s.ample eurfac~~a 111ere prepared for etching by mechanical polishing through 

gr:l:nding pape~ea and diamond impregnated polishing cloths down to a one 

mf.cron finisbi~ A chemical polishing solution (Table I~ was used to 

dissolve away the 4efo:r:med surface layer introduced by mechanical polish

ing. After tc>tal immersion for two minutes the sample was removed and 

doused immed14ately in running water, then dried :tn an air blast. Any delay 

in washing, 01~ the use of laboratory sol vents for washing, left a surface 

film on the snm.ple which prevented uniform attack on subsequent etcb:Lns. 

Etchi1ag was accomplished by total immersion, it beiDg found un

necessary to :!IWab o:r stir. Eaeh etchant ~~as taken in tum to decide on an 

optimum time l•efore proceeding to the next. Times up to one minute in 

solution A (Tt~l.ble I) ; up to one minute in B and up to thirty seconds in C 

produced a vat~iety ,,f pit sizes and distributions. The relative eizes of 

pit facets co1lllcl also be controlled. After etchiD.g in A pit shape was 

obscured by a re4d1sh.,..brown oxide fUm covering the whole surface. 

15 
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Etching in B removed this film but simultaneously changed pit shape and 

so to accurately determine the influence of solution A alone on pit shape 

certa:f.n samples were etched in A and the oxide film reduced by aDDealing 

at 875°C. for one hour in hydrogen. 

The pits were photographed in their various stages of growth using 

a Zeiss Ultraphot optical microscope, a Zeiss interference microscope and 

a C&nbr.f.dge Scanuing Electron microscope (by courtesy of Dominion Foundries 

and Steel Company Ltd.). These studies, together with numerous measure

ments of pit facet angles with the goniomicroscope confirmed that the pits 

were bounded by {ill?] and [looj planes. 

A diagram. of the tJnitron Goniomieroscope is shown in fig. 3. A 

pit in the grain whose orientation is to be determined is centralised 

using the micrometer stage. The vertical am is then tilted while View

:l.:ng through the eye-piece. The field goes dark but when the angle is 

reached at which ·the :tnc:l.dent beam becomes normal to one side of the pit, 

that facet will reflect light to the observer's eye. !he point of max:f.

mum brightness is estimated and the arm locked in position. Using the 

same principle, the stage is now rotated to achieve maxf.mum rejact:lon and 

locked. At tbts point the incident beam is absolutely normal to the facet 

in question and by reading off the two eagles, arm (:f.ncliaation) and 

stage (revolutiOD.) the position of the pole of the facet can be ploJted 

on a polar stereoaraphic net. The angles of only one more facet are 

needed to uniquely dete~ne the orientation of the grain. For example, 

in the present case the two poles would be either P,oo) . or [110] facets, 

square or hexagonal in appearance, respectively, an4 measurements along 

the great circles of the Wulff stereographic net save the orientation of 

the centre of the projection (and hence of the grain) With respect to 
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the {iloj or [iocy planesm 

Etcb pit distribution and morphology. 

Etching of Ferrovac E (annllaled. state, ebem:l.cally polished) in 

solution A produced pits of. urdfom size (12~ c11ameter) evenly dist:f.bu

ted over the surface with no apparent preference for any oae type of site. 

Oceas:Lonally pits appeared at grain boundaries. Surface dissolution 

appeared to be negligible and the sample became coated with a reddish-brow 

porous oxide film, This f:tlm was denser and darker over each p:l.t, effect

ively masking :l.ts shape (fig. 4). If the surface were scratched lightly 

with, the finger after chemical polishing pits would tend to form along 

the scratch. Pits did not form preferentially near heavily deformed areas, 

e.g. in the Vicillity of a hardness impression. 

As table III shows the number of pits was proportional to the 

time of etching. In this study :J.t was impossible to distinguish between 

pits formed at an early time and those formed at a later time during etching 

as all pits were of a similar size. It would appear then that initially 

pits are nucleated at the most preferred sites and these g~ rapidly to 

a maximum size where they are self passivated by the heavy ox:J.de film 

cover formed. Pits then grow at not so highly preferred sites, and so on. 

At long etching times the pits became so numerous and the oxide 

oover so thick that it was impossible to distinguish between pit and matrixe 

A photograph taken via the scanning electron microscope clearly shows the 

plates of oxt.de obscuring the pit, (fig. 5). Increase of hydrogen peroxide 

in etchant A caused tm increase in the number of micro-pits in a given 

time but resulted :l.n a decrease in their size. 
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When a sample is etched in A five seconds an~ the sw:face oxide 

ren»ved by a.nuealing in hydrogen the pits appear as in fig. 6 and fig. 7 

(scanDing electron ~croscope). It can be seen that the pits are hounded 

by O..oQJ planes, the appearancti of the pit depencling on the orientation 

of the gra:Ln in which it lies. 

A magnified image of an indiVidual pit (So .E@M. fig. 6) shows that 

the (100] faces, ideally square, are in fact rounded end incipient planes 

of many other orientations are present, notably the floo) and (lllJ planes. 

Standard samples prepared and etched five seeonds in A were used 

to observe the effects of etchant B. ihe first five to ten seconds in 

this solution reduced the brown azide film created by A. At longer times 

hexagonal shaped (llOJ planes began to appear at the comers of the 

fl.OQ} plu..es already present. these grew larger at the expense of the 

Q.OO) facets. 

Simultaneously, grain bounciari.es etched deeply and ge·neral surface 

dissolution oeeurred giving an overall roughe:ning of the. surface and a 

marked grain contrast. No new pits ·iV'et:e nucleated. Extre..:l.y shallow, 

,geometrically shaped, etch pattel.ilS or ,.1figures u &J;,pea.red on some gratns 

at long etching timea but it was not possible to relate these to crystal 

orientation in any way. 

A pit etched five seconds in A and. thirty seconds in D is shown 

om fig. 9 (S. E .l'f.) • The rounded l).OQ) facet is still in evidence and 

at its edges ca be seen two mughly hexagonal shaped {U~ planes Ill 

these c.an be grown unt:U ·tb.e llCQJ planes all but disappear. T:.ae rough 

appearance of the bounding faces of c·he pit is largely due to incomplete 

reduction of the porous oxide film. 
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Standard samples prepared and etched five seconds in A, one 

minute in B wes-e etched for times up to one minute :ln solution c. The 

reaction was v:tolent sad accompanied by vigorous gassing. It was found 

that the pits grew to a maximum size of amund thirty microns ad that 

{i1o) planes were etched mre rapidly than Q.ooJ with the end result that 

the pits ultimately became bounded by IJoq) planes. 

The surface became much smoother and brighter after treatment in 

C and the pits extremely well defined, (fig. 10, S.E.B.). This figure 

shows clearly the way in wlr!ch the pit prof:Ue changes with grain orienta

tion. Note that certain pits have nucleated at grain boundaries and now 

straddle the bouaduy. They are ia two distinct halves, each half J:eflect

ing the orientation of the grain in which it lies. 

A close up of the pit in the centre of fig. 10 is shown in fig. 11. 

Note the perfect geometry and sharp bounding edges of the facets. The 

relative areas of the [11~ and l).oq facets are similar to those of the 

polyhedron sketched in fig. 40(a). Later etch1.1lg times in solution C 

produced p:Lt shapes corresponding to the polyhedmn 1n fig. 40(b) and 

ultimately the [tlo) facets disappeared completely as in fig. 40 (c). 

Such pita are large enough for measurements to be made in the 

optical goniometer. Several pits were selected and the angles between the· 

faces detend.n~<l to be within two or three degrees of the true geometrical 

values. Many "finishedn pits having differ•t ratios of facet sizes are 

shown in figs. 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16, taken by :f.nterfcence mic:roaeope under 

thallium green light. The interference fringes are thus contours with a 

vertical interval of 0.27r. By eountiDs the fringes on a pit facet. and 
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knowing the magnification of tile photographtll the angles between facets 

tf'ere determined a.pproxtma.tely from a s:taple geometrical, construction. The 

results confirmed those obtained by goniomicmscope work. 

Effect of d.efomatiotl on pit ll!!..,reholo~ 

The above observations were made again using 

(1) a defomed sample of Ferrovac E, finished by chemical 

polishing; 

CU.) f.ltl annealed sample of Ferrovac E, finis~ed by mechanical 

polishing only. 

The results for the two different sample b:l.stor.l.es are basically 

the same. Etching in solution A produced pits unifoEmly distributed at 

sites apparently identical 'to those pitted. on au undefoxmed sample surface. 

However, reduction in hydro·gen revealed tbat the pit facets were all 

diamond shaped [l.lq planes~ the profile of the pit qain reflecting the 

orientation of the matrix grain. 

Etching in solution E merely inc.reased the size of the pits, no 

new facets appeared end surfaee dissol,ution aad graiD bomdaty atte..ck were 

sim:llar to those on an annealed sample. Similarly, in solution C the pits 

srew larger with no change in morphology" In ease (11) 11 the amtealed and 

meehanicelly polished sample, it was diffieult to distinguish the pit 

outlines at all because 'Df rapid surface e:t:taek. However, at short timee in 

C the diamond shaped [llq planes treJ:e discemable, (figs. 17 and 18) ~ 



CHAPTER III 

WHISKER DISSOLtr.riON 

A batch of iron single crystcl tfbiskers j prepared by Laukonis :r.'l. 

of General Motors lleees.rcb IJaboratories u.s:!ng the Brenner method (39)., 

vas examined,. and whiskers having perfect geometry and unifor.m cr~ss

eection selected" The orientations of the bounding faees of several 

whiskerB l!.?etre determined by thE.~ etch pit method outlined above and the 

results con~1rmed using the standard baCk-reflection Laue x-ray tech

nique., fitted ~:r1th a narrcrw- beam unit. The pitted {100) and (ilQ) faces 

are show in figs. 19 and 20 respectively. 

Eteb. pits produced or, l!oQ) faces of the whiskers were identical 

to those produced on @.co) grains of E'errovac E, (fig. 19) but the [ll.QJ 

type eteh pits tended to be blurred in outline (fig. 20). fhe odd few, 

however, ciid have perfect geometry. 

Four whiskers were choaen, two having a· (lll) growth ax:~.$ and 

two having a ~00) growth axis, to determine the orientation dependent 

dissolution rate of pure iron in etchant c. 

Each whisker was mounted in the jig shown in fig. 21. With the 

whisker tip just touchins the surface of the liquid. the set screw was 

tamed two revolutions eloc..ltr...vise to lower the whis~er 1/16 incll into the 

etchant. At each interval of one minute the whisker was lowered successive 

1/16 'inch distances until the available length had been used up (always 

leaving l/16 inch of the whisker unetcbed to give the starting profUe). 

21 
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Top and bottom faces of the glass vessel were ground perfectly 

flat and parallel to mate with the flat top holding plate and a level 

section of bench respectively. The whisker was mounted perpendicular to 

the holding plate ad the latter rotated slowly dul'ina dissolution in a 

r.I.Sid body movement, having an otb1t diameter of approzimately two inches. 

Th:ta was couiderecl necessary, particularly at later dissolution t:l.mea, 

because othezwise a red coloured reaction pzoduct tended to lise f~m 

the dissolving tip m:eas attd collect at the meniscus surrounding the 

upper part of the whisker. 

After dissolution, each whisker had a "stepped" longitudinal 

profile with each step .Uorm in cross section over more than half its 

length. The whisker was set vertically in the centre of a 3/4 inch 

diame.ter copper tube whose outside was circumscribed with r.lnga spaced 

1/16 inch apart and corresponding to the ceutre point of each ,.step". 

Cold mounting plastic was poured into the tube to bole! the whisker for 

polishing. Short copper wires soldered to the :l.nside of the tube served 

to key the itmer plastic mount in place when set. 

The whole mount was earefully ground down to each r.f.ng in tum 

and the whisker profile at each step in question prepared to a one micron 

finish by mechaical polishing. Each profile was photographed at a auitlble 

magnification. Some difficulty was at first experienced in producing 

accurate, reproducible profiles, say of a whisker unetehed and of u.rdform 

erose section. mainly due to flowing of metal and plastic during polishing. 

'l'hf.s problem was overcome by doubling the noi'Dl81 dose of harthmer in the 

plastic (thus producing a harder mount) and by pol:lsh:f:a.a with a very light 

touch. The resulting profiles for the two zones are shown in figs.22.,2.5,24,2' 
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.Fig. Z6 shows the actual series of dissolution profiles as photographed 

for whisker 16. 

The etch rate of a particular orientation :La then found as follows 1 

(fig. 24-). Set a rule at the required orientation and slide a go• set 

square along the rule and draw tangents to each of the pzofiles 1n tum. 

The line joining the points of contact of tangent and profiles is a diss

olution trajectory for: a surface of that orientation and should. by FJ:arak's 

first theorem, be a straight line.. The normal. dissolutiou 1:ate is then 

the distance between the parallel tangents. 

The two sets of dissolution profiles for the whiskers having Q.U) 

growth zones (figs. 2l, aa.> -ehow a reasonably constant rate of etching. 

Although care was taken to select whiskers having perfect seometJ:y and 

uniform cross section, impurity in homogeneities could have caused a varia-

. tion in etch rate along the length of the whisker. 

The profile of whisker 16 (fig.21) shows that the original cross 

section, though composed entirely of {i1o) planes, baa three long sides of 

approxl.mately equal length and three short sides of approximately equal 

length. The ratio of side l&nath", taking aide one as unity, for each 

profile, are given in Table 4. It ciln. be seen that the sides approach 

each other tu length as dissolution proceeds. 

Table 5 lives the distances of the centre of each face from the 

centre of the section as a function of dissolution time. It is seen that 

despite the initial large variation. in this distance, after five minutes 

it: is almost exactly the same for all six faces, i.e. the whiSker has 

become a symmetrically rounded hexagon. Thus si4e three which was initially 

the smallest of the six faces, and hence the fastest &rowing, is also the 



fastest etching face. This demonstrates that crystal dissolution occurs 

by the same mechanism, in reverse, as crystal growth. 
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For a given profile, the centre of a face was taken to be the 

point of least curvature on that face. The centre of the section was the 

point at which lines joining centres of opposite faees crossed. These 

were found to be excellbt approxf.mations as the six lines eonstmcted 

all crossed at a point and intersected each other at sixty degree angles. 

(Forty-five degree angles :f.n the case of the (100) growth zone). 

The two sets of profiles of whiskers 18 ad 7 (figs. 24- and 25) , 

ha'Ving (100> growth zones, although well defined, do not indicate such 

constancy of et,ch rate. Successive shapes do indicate a well ordered 

progression, howevex. to a section which is approximately square, rather 

than octagonal. 

The somewhat distorted shape of whisker 18 after ten minutes 

reflects the inequalities in the original lengths of the small · [110} 

planes. Whisker 7 indicates this still more clearly. (Note the absence 

of a (110) plane at one comer and the slight rounding off of this angle 

es dissolution proceeds.) 

As the absolute etch rates (table 6) show, there is excellent 

agreement between whiskers of· the same growth zone. Agreement between the 

etch rate of ~<?} plaues of whiskers in different growth ·zones is not so 

good (the only orientation common to both zones). After observing the 

variation in etch rate between· the faces of whisker 18, all of fll~ 

orientation, this is not surprising. 
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In dradng up the table of etdf:rates (table 7) all those values 

for equivalent crystallographic orientations were averaged to give one 

value per family of pJ,anes. The reciprocal etch rates used to COMtnct 

the reluctance diagrams were related to the slowest etChing orientation, 

i.e ... [looJ as being unity. 

The two polar reluctance diagrams .of reciprocal etch rate ve:rsus 

orientation are sbcnm. in figs. 27 and 28., Etch pit. profiles were pre

dicted for the (100) growth zone (fig. 2:7) according to Frank' a second 

theorem which states that the normal to the reluctance curve is parallel 

to the normal to the actual crystal surface at the corresponding orient

ation, i.e. is a dissolution trajectory. Tbus the predicted profiles are 

determined as follows: Assume a circular starting profile and place a 

rule so that it touches the reluctance curve at the point corresponding 

to the orientation in question, i.e. it is a tangent. Place a 90° set 

square against the rule and slide it along until it intersects the start

ing profile at the same orientat.:lon. Scribe a line along the square. This 

is now the dissolution trajectozy for that orientation. When similar 

trajectories are drawn for the other five degree intervals it will be 

seen that certain of them intersect. As it is physically impossible 

for traj ector:l.es to cross, they are erased beyoncl points of intersection 

and a line drawn through these points then represents an"edge" in the 

evolving etch pit. 

To determine the actual shape of the growing pit we draw a 

tangent to the starting profile and side step the rule parallel to the 

tangent, along the dissolution trajectory corresponding to the orientation 

in question, for a distance equivalent to the kDOWD etch rate. 

McMASTER UNIVERSITY LISRARY 
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The smooth curve joining the limits so marked on each trajectory is then 

the pit profile obtained after a certain tfme by etching a cylindrical 

"bole" in a fj.o~ · oriented grain of pure iron in solution c. In determin

ing a profile only those trajectories whiCh have not intersected an edge 

are used. Any convenient scales can be used. for the reluctance diagram 

and the superimposed profiles, since it is only the direction of a diss

olution trajectory that is requirede 

Two profiles for a g~ng etch pit are shown in fig. 2~ for a 

grain having (ioo] orientation. At long times the profile becomes square 

regardless of the a'"arting shape. This is in agreement with the observed 

effects of solution C on pits in Ferrovac E. (The point is discussed 

more fully in the conclusions). 

c 



CHAPTER~ 

ETCHING M OXIDE JfREE S!:'RFACE 

Samples of Ferrovac E tf'ere sub-critically annealed in hydrogen 

to reduce the o:s:l.de film and then were etched in solution A, still under 

. a hydrogen atmosphere. Several :l.nveatigaton (49) (42) (5.) have studied 

the reduction of oxide films on the surface of pure iron, aeckins for 

the presence or elisence of a film by x-ray and electron diffraction 

methods. They consider that several minutes at "/so• c. in hydrogen is 

sufficient to re4uee any film present. In the present experiments a 

standard reduction treatment of half an hour at 875• was adopted. 

Small spec:tmeQ, about a half-inch cliameter and one-eighth-inch 

thick, were given the standard mechauieal polishing and chemical polishing 

treatment before ~recluet:loa. The apparatus is shown ia fig. 2".. The speci

men was pushed :Lato the furnace hot zone, attached to the end of a nichrome 

wire, through the hydrogen flame at the end of the tube. After reduction 

:l.t was drawn back into the cold zone where its temperature eventually 

dropped to no more than ten degrees above ambient. 

To etch the sample :tn its oxide free conc11t1on, two small poly

thane veaaels fized to a copper base plate were fed thl'Ough the flame into 

· the cold zone. The first vessel. contained solution A and. the second 

distilled water for washing. The sample was dipped 1n the etchant then 

washed and returned to the reduction zone to remove the ~eddish-b~ oxide 

layer produced during etching. This nozmally took one hour at 87s•c. 

27 
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The pits pzoduced by this teChDique were entirely different both 

:l.n d:l.atribution aud morphol~gy to those obtained duriag "noual" etch1DS• 

A Whole series of samples having a variety of pre-treatments was etched 

by this method and exaid.ned. The effect of etching time on pit morph•logy 

and distribution was atud1ec1. Samples plastically deformed in a vice 

before reduction are shown ia figs. 30:; 3J ad 31.. A S81Dple prepared by 

mechaM.eal poliahins alone is shown in fig. 33., ftg 34 reveals the 

increased pit deD&ity near a diamond indentor impression. 

Table 2 recofds pit counts on surfaces hav1ag a variety of pre

treatments. One sample was mechanically defomed after reduction· but priol" 

to etching, wh:lle still 1D the cold zone. This was achieved by allowing a 

pointed lathe tool, clamped to a 1/4 :l.nch diameter steel ro4, to fall from 

a height of 3/4 :l.nch onto the surface of the sample. The impressions made 

oa the surface wee of similar a:l.ze to those produc.ed by • microhardneae 

indentation. 

Basicallp., two eypes of p:l.t were observed:-

(a) shallow depreaaious of irregular shape with ill-defiaed 

edges (fig. 3l) and 

(b) deep conical pita haviq a well-defined· roUDded form (f:tg.35'). 

ln addition a lightly deformed sample (fiaa. 30, 3J aad 32) revealed 

the shallow type of pit fond.ng cont1nuoua or semi-continuous grooves along 

slip lines. .As would be expec~ed in a bod.y-centrecl cubic polycryatalline 

metal the slip l:lnes are ''wavy" :f.n nature and may pass through several 

grains to end abruptly at the hounclary of a grain uafa'VDurably oriented for 

slip, 'beginning agaiu ou the far aide of such a sratn. 
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ftg. 34- ahowa a sample heav:Uy d.efomed by a Bockwell C diamond 

indentor under 20 ks. load. Increased pit densities were noted throughout 

the whole sample but paJ:ticularly in the i.Dmediate vicinity of the inderttation. 

The effect of etching t:l.me is apparent by comparing figs. 35 and 

36 tfh:lch show the aae area after etching for two seconds aa.cl four seconds 

respectively. Obviously the sample had to be removed from the apparatus 

for photomicroscopy (fig. 35) thea re-reducecl over again before etching a 

further two seconds to obtain fig. 36., The pits in the two photosraphs 

show a one-to-one correspondence. 

It is evident from the foresoing that the pits nucleate and grow 

at singulad.ties in the crystal structure. Pit counts on samples having 

various mechanical and thermal histories (table 2) show that pit deDSitiea 

are close to those which would be anticipated if pits were formed at dis

location sites. 

Of course! all dislocatiou would necessarily be :1.11 the "aged" 

cond:tt1 .. on, aud the samples :Ln the annealed state to some degree, because 

of the rectuct:l.on treatment required before etchins. In the experiment. in 

which a sample was reduced and deformed under hydroaen atmosphere :lumed

iately prior to etchiq t no :l.Dcreaaed density of pita was obsezved 1n the 

v.Lcinity of the indentation. It 1s likely then that the dialocat1eu need 

to be aged before etching will reveal their presence. 

l'ig. 37 shows an undeformed area at low mapif1cat1on. Apart from 

the obvious grain boundaries the pits are clustered in an intereatiaa:· aarmer. 

Two nearly complete loops can be aeen, one in the centee of the field and 

another in the bottom right hand come~:. The rest of the pits are cluaterecl 

in groups. 
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A lightly defozmecl sampl~ prepal'e4 by mechanical polishing alone 

produced some interesting etch features. Firstly, (f:Lg. 33) tbe overall 

pit density was increased wd they were all of the same type, not eo 

shallow as the shallow pita of the annealed samples and more defiDite !n 

outline, though stUl irregular in shape. The laraer slip bands were 

crossed by falnter slip traces (fig. 38) and many interesting "rose~te" 

type clusters were observed (fig. ]..9). A marked grain contrast was 

evident but this was due to a variation in seaeral surface dissolution 

between grains ratller than a variation in pit deuity. Suzfaee attacll was 

eo rapid in fact that after two . seconds etching practically all the scratches 

left after mechaDical polishing had cliaappeared. An attempt·. was made to 

correlate the "colour" of a grain with its orientation, as determilled by 

fuJ:ther etching the sample :I.a. air and making optical goniometer measure

meats. 'rhen appeued to be no direct correlation. 

011 all samples, etching for times greater than f:I.Ye seconds devel

~ped crystallographic facets on the deep conical pits, identical to those 

on pita produced by etch:f.q ia tir. In the ease of the shallow pita the 

rapid oveml aurface dissolution seemed to overtake p:l.t smwth aDd they 

gradually faded out. Similarly. the shallow arooves along slip l:l.aes arad

ual.ly faded out too, but at cliscreet intervals alons the traces coneial pits 

appeared which eveatually developed. facets. 

After a long etching t:lme, then, the appearance of the pita on an 

oxide free surface was similar to that of pita produced by etChing iD A 

in a:tr, followed by the reduction treatment. The two coDdltioDS could be 

dlst1ngutabed by the observations that on aa oxide free surface:-

(&) number of pits waa independent of time; 



(b) pits also appeared at grain boundaries, and 

(e) there was a wide variation in pit size o.nd extent 

of facet development. 

The pits in fig. 36 ean be seen to be developing a definite 

et:ystallograpby. 
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Some investigators have shown dislocations to be "punched out" 

from a m:lcrohardness impression. 'lh1s was tried in the present work but 

no extra pits were observed near the impression. 



CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Pit mDrphologr under normal etCb:tns conditions. 

It is apparent from the results that Frank's topographical theorems 

are valid for the orientation dependent dissolution of iron fUamentaty 

crystals. From the dissolution data obtained, growth profiles can be pre

dieted which agree closely with observed shapes on polycrystalline pure 

iron. No pretence is mdGe that the dissolution data is accurate in any 

absolute sense. Even if the experimental technique were impzoved, a 

variation in etch rate for planes of similar orientation would stUl be 

observed (see whisker 16, fig 23). l'urthermo:re, :lf this variation d:l.d not 

exl.st, absolute etch rates obtained by dissolv.tng iron single crystal 

whiskers would hardly be applicable to growth shapes on polyeryshlline 

iron of a different purity. 

It is maintained, then, that averaged relative orientation depend

ent dissolution rates are the important quantities a.cl p:l.t shapes have been 

successfully predicted with this :la mind. No attempt has 'been made to 

introduce a time scale to the derived pit profiles of fig. 26· Shape (1) 

represents au early profile where the individual trajectories still con

trol the curvature of the pit boundaJ:y. Eventually these trajectories 

meet to fom two edges and the pit has the shape (2). 
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Ultimattiy, since the trAo edge trajecto:t"les ere converging, the 

pit becomes square and bounded by ~~ planes. Normally • '-'!leu etching 

in solution C, the starting profile is already similar to that of (2) 

(the. exact size of the (10~ faces depenciing on ·the t:l.me in solution B) 
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but the same principles apply whatever tile irdtial profile. 'I'be circular 

starting profile of fig. 26 was chosen for convenience of construction. 

The similar prediction of pit shapes in e. grain of [ilo] orient

ation from wh1c:kers 14 and 16 is ratber mre difficult as the pit boullding 

faces cio not intersect ·the surface at right angles. A ·three dimensional 

reluctance diagram is needed and this could be CODstn1cted fo·r all stages 

of pit growth tf etch rates of all the common low index planes in the 

cubic system trere known. Etch rat·es for those planes whose normals lie 

in the ~0~ and (ill} zones bave. been determined but whiskers hsVfng Q.1o) 

growth directions could not be found, although such whiskers have been 

grown by Coleman (40). Thus the etch rate for a (i1lj ~rlentation is 

missing from the present data. 

However, the absence of [lll} faces on the single crystals would 

indicate that this orientation is fast growing and hence fast etchins. It 

would DDt. therefore, influence the ultimate growth shape of a pit. 

The three dimensional reluctance surface would predict a shape as 

in fig. 40 b for a time corresponding to profile (2). It 1s seen to be 

bounded by Q.oo} and [11cj faces , as would be a spherical ''bubble" inside 

an iron crystal after etching from the inside out. The pit profile expected 

on the surface of a grain of any orientation can be deduced by cutting the 

figure with a plane inclined at that orientation and tracing the intersection 



of the bc·undio.g surfaces o~ the plana. I~ this way the obs,irvec1 shapes of 

pits in fig. l·j (~.E.M.) car.. b' ratie·:asl.1sat1. 

l\. similar figure ee:nnot be dr2'"m:=. fer ~ time corresponding tc~ 

profile (l) of fig. 26 because there may be en unknown peak in the reluc

tance surface orrespond.iug to the ot·ientation lllll . 

there is a clOSE.; parallel here batween assolution bebavior in 

etchao.t C and theiot in etchant A.. Dt,th produce shapes in ·which the slowest 

at chins surfa.ee is [lOQ} .z.nrl will · tharefore have s:f:J!'ila,r re.lt~ctanee diasrams. 

Growth of pi·ts in /}. ceases when a certain critical diameter is reached 

because of so~a passivation ·effect a:lC: the ultimate shap,"3 bcnm.ded entirely 

by Q.c.o] faces is not attained. Clo:1e obser1ertion of fig. 1 (S .E.r.f.) 

shows a xounding of the tJ.oO) faces and the n::o:re detailed image of fig. 8 

reveals ~ell-defined fl.l(l faces and amcl.l f~cets clos~ to a CU~ ortente

tion. It is possible then that the ILB..uu:.um -pit size obtained in solution A~ 

represents a stage of pit gt~~th equivalent to that of profile (1) (fig. 26) 

in which individual trajectories have llGt yet intersect~d to give the 

edges between fJ,.lq .m<l O.o~ planes which control pit cbepe thereafter. 

fhe influence of the o~QG fil~ on p~t nuGl~~tion 

It is appa,;ent, then that under noxnal etching pmceelu.res p:lts 

form at defects ir. the gxide film, not in the underlying bwe u.etal* !he 

~act that etch pit d~nsitiea vart with e~ahing ti~ rules out the possibility 

of a. on•·to-o:a.e correspondence with disloeationa. The pits are 1110S't likely 

to be fo1"med at flaws. in the oxl.de fUm.. A metal oxide film ie invariably 

in a state of stress because the onde ceystal atwcture, although related in 

or.i.entation to the base. is usually different in type and lattice parameter 

to its parent metal and will therefore be :La a state of tension or compression 

There may also be a variation in lattice parameter in the fUm itself (42). 
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Certain of thes& flm1s are highly favoured sites and a.re attacked 

rapidly until blocked off by reaetion products. The potential required 

for further attack 1s then higher than tbnt required to nueleate and 

grot.J pits at not so favoured sites, and sCJ on. Pits occasionally grett 

at grain boundaries. The fact that the oxide film 1e related in. orient

ation to the iron substrate (42) may create a film diecont:lnuity l'Yhere 

the base becomes discontinuot.1S, i.e., at the grain boundary. 

Observation of the effect of long etching times on the pits pro-· 

duced on an oxl.de-·free surface shows that they, too, eventually assume a 

cryat!d.losraph:tc shape. It would seem that all that ie required is for 

a "hole" of SO·ilt3 description to be nucleated; the kinetics of the system 

dictate that ultimately the pit must be bounded by certain crystallograph:l.c 

facets. 

Tbe. observation that pits bounded by crystallographic facets can 

be formed at defect sites is not necessarily a eontradition of the work 

done by McAusland. and Ives (52). They made an extensive survey of etch 

pitting at defect sites and concluded that pit slopes were governed by the 

ratio of Vd te Vs (fig. 1) • As they point out, this does not preclude the 

ex:tstenee of low index facets on ~efeet etch pits. A necessary condit:Lon 

for suCh facets is that Vd be sufficiently greater than Vs to ptoduce a 

ratio Vd/Vs which is greater than the tangent of the angle be~·:reen the low

index facet and the surface being etched. 

The pits obtained by etC!.'ling an oude-free surface, th~1are w.tst 

probt!bly nucleated at defect sites in the metal. P:f.t densities nre indep

endent of etching time and are close to the values of dislocation densities 
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expected fpr ann.ealed iron. Densities 4o increase with plastic deformation 

but this effect tends to be masked because of the high temperature reduction. 

treatment needed·prior to etching. 

Defomation after reduction, but prior to etching,. did not produce 

increased pit densities, indicating that an aging treatment :f.s necessary 

to decorate the disloeatiou. Low and Guard (43) aged their eJ:ystals before 

etching as did Hibbard and Dunn (14). Suits and :WW (13) demonstrated the 

effects of q:lng silicon iron crystals on the density of pits before and 

after deformation.· They concluded that carbon segregation was a necessary 

pre-requisite for etching. 

Slip lines produced by deformation were broad and ''wa'VJ" in nature 

(figs. 30 and 31). 1'hey would often erose a grain boUDdaJ:y with hardly a 

change :f.n direction ad then end abruptly at the 1;1ext, only to continue in 

a grain ahead. The slip l:l.nes etched out in continuous shallow 1rooves, 

similar to the nes observed by Brandon and Nutting (44) and by Low and 

Guard (43). The "wavyn nature of the slip lines results from the ability 

ot the screw components of dislocations to move off the glide plaoe easily 

and from the large number of slip systems. Certain arrays, presumably of 

ed.ge character, remain confined to straight lines despite the complex 

stress patterns whiCh exist in polycrystalline materials. 

Brandon and Nutting (44), who studied deformation in polyc~stalline 

iron, examined thin metal films in the electron microscope for evidence of 

carbide precipitation at the slip lines. Precipitates were not seen and 

they concluded that the differential etChing effect was attributable to 

segregation. According to Zener (45) the distortion energy of the iron 

lattice will be substantidly reduced if du.ttering of 1ntersitial atoms occurs. 
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If the substitutional atoms segregate to dislocations differential etching 

may occur, but Brandoa and Hutting consider that an etched groove is mre 

likely to represent a rea:J.on where impurity :t.s more homogeneously dist

ributed than elsewhere. If the disloce:tions remaining in the slip bands 

have brokea away from their impurity atmspheres, and the Zener platelets 

are dispersed by slip, then the slip band would be expected to be attacked 

more readily than the matrix and etch out as a shallow groove. 

Altenatively, :Lf a dislocation network lying parallel to and just 

below a surface has an impurity atmosphere and the rate of dissolution is 

high in the impure region, an etch groove may fon along the dislocation. 

The grooves observed by Low and Guard (43) were decorated with carbon. 

Altematively, the loeal. elastic at raiD associated with a dislocation 

lying parallel to and just below a surface could cause the observed 

differential etChlag effect. 

It has beea observed that et cb:l.ng an ox:tde-free surface produces 

two different types of pit. The relati•ly deep conical pits of fig. 35 

were never found in slip bands and constituted the majority of p:tta in a 

well mmealed, undeforme• sample. They are mst likely formed at well 

aged disloeationa of edge cllaracter which intersect the grain surface at 

~a high angle. As fig. 36 suggests these defects extend well below the surface. 

The other type of pit, however, is shallow, irregular 1n shape aad 

lll-defined (fig. 32). Some of the slip bands in fig, 32 aEe not contin

uous and are seen to be str.l.ngs of individual pita of this type.. The 

shallow pits al'e of the same nature then as the "grooved" slip lines. Cross 

slip of the aczew component of a dislocation loop lying on or just below 



the surface would result in the irregular shapes observed. Low and 

G'Jard (43) made accurate observations of dislocation loops lying beneath 

nun shaped etch pits in the electron mieroaeope and confirmed tbe tendency 

of .a screw eompoaea.t to mve out of its original glide plane" 

Perhaps the fflOSt convincing eVidence that the shallow pits and. 

slip line grooves are caused by indi 'Vidual dislo~_atiou , dislocatit\n 

loops or tangled networks parallel to and just below the surface, is the 

fact that after etching for a time of four seconds in solution A (9.S 1n 

fig. 3&) tbey have ell hut disappeared. At longer times they vanish com

pletely and only the deep pits are left, which by this time have started 

to develop cs:ystallograpbic facets. (The general surface a.ttaek by 

solution A on an oxl.de free surface is very rap:l.d. lt is comparable to 

that of etchant C ia, air.) 

Polysouisat:Lort in single crystals of iron. as revealed by etch 

pitting has been clemoustrated by many investigators (14) ~ (13), (47). No 

well authenticated ease eld.sts for similar strlJctures in -polyctystalline 

:tron. No evidence of polygonisation was found in the present work. 

Although Keh (46) has shown that subgratns do gro--<~ in polyexystal

line iron d~ring t>ecov+tey and recrystallisation~ these 'ljo1ere not revealed 

by etch pi ttins in the present t<7ork. 



CONCLUSIONS IN BRIEF 

1. Pit morpbolo11 :f.n this system can be adequately predicted from the 

Frank topographical theory, i.e. pit morphology is controlled by 

the kinetics of orientation dependent dissolution. 

2. Under nlmal etching conditions pits nucleate at flaws in an air

foxmed oxide film. 

3. When this oxide film is removed pits nucleate at stngularites in 

3'9 

the metallic structure which appear to be sites of intersection of 

aged edge c1islocat:f.ous with the surface. Shallow irregularly shaped 

pits outline slip lines and are probably caused by either the seg

regated impurity atmosphere of, or the strain fields associated 

with, dislocation networks lying parallel to and just below the 

surface. 
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Etehaot A 

Etcbant B 

Etchant C 

HCL 

TABLE 1 

1 

s 

100 

Saturated aqueous 
solution of 

Fe C1
3
.6B

2
0 1 

~0 5 

BCOOB 1 

B202 1 

H2o '1 

c
2
R

5
oB 1 

Time 0 - 60 sees. 

Time 0 - 60 sees. 

Time 0 - 60 sees. 

Largest size of pits compatible with even distribution 

and good definition of facets obtained by immersion 

two seconds in A, thirty seconds in B. and five seconds 

1n C. 

Chemical polishing solution: Time 2 minutes. 

8 

Phosphoric acid 10 

Ethanol 1 
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Condition 

Annealed 'Ferrovac E 

TABLE 2 

MeChanically polished surface 

De£8rmed by Bo~ell C indentor 
(average value) 

TABLE 3 

Pit Density 

0.25 X 106 /t:m2 

o~6 x 106 /cm2 

0.9 x 106 /em2 

Effect of etching time in solution A 

Time Caeca.) 
Number of Pits 

:f.n field of view 

2 18 

4 45 

8 89 

16 147 

32 254 

Approximately three grains in field. 

.. 44-



TlillLE 4 

He.tio ..lf side len6i:hs of wldske:r 16 tal~ing side 1 
as unity. 

Side Number l 2 3 4 5 
~...-..--~.,..._..-&..··~~--

Unet(!hed l 1 _,..,.. 
.. o.;:.; .~;s 1.65 1.00 

l wir&. 1 1.95 .. 85 1.95 l.05 

2 miu. 
.., 

2.00 .so 2.00 l.OS .&. 

3 min. l 2.10 1.00 2.05 1.15 

4 Id.r,. l 1.55 .. 95 10170 1.10 

s ~!'lin. ., .. ~ '~'I. .95 1.45 l.OO A .&.e.)V 

"'---~"~-~~~....,.,--~~ ... --:.~-~-~-

6 

1.45 

1. 70 

1.85 

1.90 

1.00 

1.45 

Distances of centres of each face from centre of 
section of whisker lo (Magrdi:ication 4 ~56) in cnJS .. 

~.:::L!:.-""-~~,:!~' -· --

Side Number 'l 2 J 4 s 6 
----~~- "'..,..~--""-_.._. __ ~-~~--~•,..-.....,..._..r~•~ ..,.,._,._. - ~---~~·.::i!X",..._~~ -:ii·~:..z~-...-.:;p,~il¢' 

Unetcbed 4.85 4-.·1s 5.20 4.15 4.85 4.25 

1 min. 4.20 3.40 4.35 3.40 4.20 3.65 

2 m:r.n. 3.65 2.90 3.65 3.00 3.60 3.10 

3 min. 3.1.5 2.70 3.30 2.70 3.20 2.70 

4 min. 2.50 2.20 2.4.5 a.2o 2.50 2.25 

s min. l. 70 1.65 1.70 l.SS 1.65 l.SS 
.... -::~ 
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TABLE 6 

Comp,arison of absolute etch rates for <Lo-:V and (ill) 
growth zones of all four whisker profiles. 

Whisker 

16 

14 

7 

18 

11.0 ~ 1.1 ;./min. 

12.0 ±1.2 ~/min. 

TABLE 7 

[110) 

23.0 ± 2.3 p/ndn. 

25.0 !. 2.5 p/min. 

14.5 ± 1.5 p./min. 

15.0 ± 1.5 p/min. 

Etch reluctance versus orientation in degrees from {ilo) 
compared to [100} rate as unity, for whisker 18. 

pe_,grees f_t~l]l .. G:ctQJ 

0 

s 

10 

15 

20 

30 

35 

t~o 

45 

~teh reluctance 

1.00 

.88 

.83 

.. 79 

.. 77 

• 75 

.75 

.77 

.. 78 

.80 
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TABLE 8 

Reciprocal etch rate versus orientation 

in degrees from ~10] compared to [iooJ 

rate as unity. for whisker 14 • 

0 • so 
5 • 74 

10 .70 

15 .67 

20 .6S 

25 .64 

30 .63 
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l 
Dafec.t 

Two -;m::sion~-~;------·--O---------~--~-:~--- : 
p t growth at a li --~ -- ne defect. --



-ii1-.10tuth1P8 of--t~t. panilican t.a-die _ _crwatC-~IheeS:y--
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Jig. J(b) Showtna a ettnlgb~ line tnjeo.toS)' jeiaiDg poelticma of 
the •- odentat:ioll on eucceeelw dtaaolutioa o~ s~UWth 
aufacea of • Cl')'8ta1. 



objective sf, 

of tl/tlng angle tiltinslrnob 

Fig. 3: Goniomicroscope. 



Fig. 4: Pits ft r etChing fiv eonds in A (showing oxid fil ) X 600. 

Fig. s: Pit eov r d with ox:l.d 
Microscope X 10,000. 

in fig. 2. Scanning Electron 



Fig. 6: 
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As fig. 2 with subsequent reduction in hydrogen at 87s•c. 
for one hour X 400. 

M l'ia. . ec Micros pe X SOO. 
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Apparatus v.sed in whisker dissolution 
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Successive dissolution profiles of whisker 14- etched in 
solution C. · The _growth axis is the ·411) direction. 
Profile numbers correspond to.dissplution time in minutes. 
-Magnification X 252 •. 



23:· Successive· dissolutionprofile8:Qf whlsker·16~in solution c.· 
Growth axis is (111} direction. Profile numbers correspond 
to dissolution time in minutes. - Side numbers 1;efer to Table 4 .. 
Magnification X 256. 



Successive dissolution profiles .of whisker.l8 in solution C. 
Growth axis is {100) direction. Profile numbers correspond 
to dissolution time in minutes._ ~rwo dissolution·trajectories 

-,are shown for two orientations lying 10° apart. -
Magnification X 137. · 



·25:: 
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Successive dissolution profileS of. whisker i in-·solution c; 
Growth axis is (100) directiOn. . Profile nuiDbers correspond 
to dissolution time in minutes~· -!:lagnif~.cation X 200. 
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Sueceaeive ate ee in the diaao1ution of whisker 16 (ha.tns 
111 rowth direction). Numbers reprae nt t1 in minutea. 



Reluctance diagram constructed from orientation dependent 
---etCh rates obtained from fig._ ·24.. _ Two ··predicted ,·etch_:pft.;--='~ c 

shapes __ ·-• on a .(j.ooJ surface are_-shown··(;t)_·_.co:l:respondl:ngto~,_
an early time and (2} ~r:responciing- to :;a la;ter· time.~ :F-or 
clarity, only one quad-rant: of th~. Q;agra1Jl i,s shown· in detail•--



Fig • .es ·: 

Oil 

. Polar reluctance di.agram constructed from etch rate :data 

. obtained· from fi_g. :22·. 
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Fig. -40: 
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{~ (e) 

Shapes ,of pits derived from a hyperthetical 3-D reluctance 
surface.· (a)' corresponding to p~ofile (1} of fig. 2?; 
(b) correspondi.ng to profile .(~): of fig. 27, and (c) the 
ulti111ate pit shape achieved aft{er a long time in solution c. 



Fig. 41 : The three types of whiskers grown by .. the Brenner methodo 




